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NISS - Merck Meet-up for Adaptive Design for Drug Development



• Credited with designing the first 
randomized clinical trial in humans

• Medical Research Council. 
Streptomycin treatment of 
pulmonary tuberculosis. BMJ. 1948; 
2:769-782.

Austin Bradford Hill
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• Traditional looking Table 1 and 
Table 2

• Streptomycin very effective!

• “typo” (4/55 = 7.3%)

• The clinical trial didn’t change 
much for the next 60 years…

• The clinical trial is now the 
‘science’ being innovated!



Outline

• Some comments on FDA Adaptive Design Guidance and FDA 
draft Guidance on CID

• Couple quick examples of complex adaptive designs

• Moving to platform trials

• And beyond?
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Two Key Guidances
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Discussion of Guidances

• Assuming you all have read them…. I’ll react to several 
important aspects of them

• Existence may be the most important thing

• They are in NO way limiting

• Completely opens this concept of adaptive designs and 
complex trials as “good”

• They are forward looking and do not restrict tomorrow’s 
innovation of the trial design
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Snippets of AD Guidance (I added color)

• In still other cases, such as many Bayesian adaptive designs (section 
VI.B.), it may be critical to use simulations (section VI.A.) to 
evaluate the chance of an erroneous conclusion. 

• The choice of scale is relatively unimportant as long as the 
operating characteristics of the designs are adequately evaluated.
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Snippets of AD Guidance (I added color)

• The second type is response-adaptive randomization, an 
adaptive feature in which the chance of a newly-enrolled 
subject being assigned to a treatment arm varies over the 
course of the trial based on accumulating outcome data for 
subjects previously enrolled….

• Response-adaptive randomization alone does not generally 
increase the Type I error probability of a trial when used with 
appropriate statistical analysis techniques. 
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Snippets of AD Guidance (I added color)

• In almost all cases, there are an infinite number of scenarios potentially 
compatible with the null hypothesis. Identifying which scenarios should be 
considered when estimating Type I error probability can be challenging and may 
rely on a combination of medical and mathematical considerations.

• It is common to perform simulations on a grid of plausible values and argue 
based on the totality of the evidence from the simulations that maximal Type I 
error probability likely does not exceed a desired level across the range covered 
by the grid.  

• However, with any approach, the evaluation at the end of the trial should 
consider whether the statistical inference is appropriate and the conclusions are 
justified in light of the accumulated information about the nuisance parameters. 
In the example, if the observed placebo mortality rate was unexpectedly 50 
percent, additional simulations would be required. “POST-SIMULATION”
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Snippets of AD Guidance (I added color)

• In general, the same principles apply to Bayesian adaptive 
designs as to adaptive designs without Bayesian features. Trial 
designs that use Bayesian adaptive features may rely on 
frequentist or Bayesian inferential procedures to support 
conclusions of drug effectiveness. 
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Snippets of CID Guidance (I added color)

• Although CID has been referred to as complex adaptive, Bayesian, and 
other novel clinical trial designs, there is no fixed definition of CID 
because what is considered innovative or novel can change over time. For 
the purposes of this guidance, CID includes trial designs that have rarely 
or never been used to date to provide substantial evidence of 
effectiveness in new drug applications or biologics license applications. 

• A common feature of many CIDs is the need for simulations rather than 
mathematical formulae to estimate trial operating characteristics 

• A simulation report if simulations are used to evaluate study operating 
characteristics.
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Burn-In

50

Diabetes II/III Seamless
• 7 doses + PBO + Active Control
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400

RARBurn-In

50

Diabetes II/III Seamless
• 7 doses + PBO + Active Control

– Interims every 2 weeks

– RAR based on 4 endpoints

• HbA1c, Weight Loss, DBP, HR 
with utility function
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200 400

RARBurn-In

• Futility
• Go Part 2
• Forced @ 400

50

Diabetes II/III Seamless
• 7 doses + PBO + Active Control

– Interims every 2 weeks

– RAR based on 4 endpoints

• HbA1c, Weight Loss, DBP, HR with 
utility function

– 200-400 make decision:

• Go to Phase III (pick 1 or 2 doses); 
spawn other phase III

• Stop futility
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200 400

RARBurn-In Fixed Randomization

Adaptive N
Constraints

• Futility
• Go Part 2
• Forced @ 400

50

Diabetes II/III Seamless
• 7 doses + PBO + Active Control

– Interims every 2 weeks

– RAR based on 4 endpoints

• HbA1c, Weight Loss, DBP, HR with 
utility function

– 200-400 make decision:

• Go to Phase III (pick 1 or 2 doses); 
open more phase III

• Stop futility

– Phase III part powered by phase II
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200 400

RARBurn-In

Adaptive N
Constraints

50

Diabetes II/III Seamless
• 7 doses + PBO + Active Control

– Interims every 2 weeks

– RAR based on 4 endpoints
• HbA1c, Weight Loss, DBP, HR with 

utility function

– 200-400 make decision:
• Go to Phase III (pick 1 or 2 doses); 

open more phase III

• Stop futility

– Phase III part powered by phase II

– Final Analysis includes all on arms 
continue (0.020 ANCOVA)



Utility of Drug?
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• Bayesian repeated measures 
& dose-response models for 
four endpoints

• Single utility function 
connecting 4 endpoints on 
one scale

• Predictive probability of 
statistical success

Modeling



Diabetes II/III Seamless

• Trial ran (for 3,467,321st time!)

• Shifted at 200 -- very successful!  

– Ran exactly as planned, spawned other phase III

– Selected 0.75mg and 1.5mg doses
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“Projecting $1.3 billion in 2020”
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$3.2 Billion in 2018
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DAWN

• Endovascular 
Thrombectomy for 
ischemic stroke 
(approved ≤ 8 hours)

• New trial enrolling 6-24 
hours since last seen 
well

• “Clinical Mismatch”
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Adaptive Enrichment Design

• Interims at 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, … max of 500

• At 150, …, 400 can “enrich” to smaller entry criterion 

– Infarct size of 0-30; 0-35; 0-40; 0-45

– Restrict final analysis to the ‘restricted group’

– Adjust CV for ‘cherry picking’

• Could Stop for Expected Success (at 200+ interims)

• Could Stop for Futility
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DAWN Result

• At the 150-interim there was no enrichment

– no futility

– No expected success possible

• At 200-interim PP > 0.9999; no enrichment; stop for expected 
success

• Followed for 90 days; success at full data primary analysis 
(posterior probability superiority greater than 0.986)
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Snippet of AD Guidance

• A special case of adaptive treatment arm selection occurs in the 
context of an adaptive platform trial designed to compare more 
than one experimental treatment against an appropriate control for 
a disease (e.g., Woodcock and LaVange 2017). 
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Confluence
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DRAFT GUIDANCE 

 

 This guidance document is being distributed for comment purposes only. 

 

Comments and suggestions regarding this draft document should be submitted within 60 days of 

publication in the Federal Register of the notice announcing the availability of the draft 

guidance.  Submit electronic comments to https://www.regulations.gov.  Submit written 
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docket number listed in the notice of availability that publishes in the Federal Register. 
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Randomize to

exp arm or ctrl

Update patient

outcome data

Calculate PP

Stage 1 arm > ctrl 

in each signature
Determine

randomization prob 

within each subtype

Continue

in Stage 1

Stop

futility

Precision

Promise

Add stage 1

arms accrual

permitting

Update longitudinal 

model: CA19-9 

& imaging
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Adaptation By Arm: Stage 1

Stage 1

• Potential Enrichment biomarker for an arm

• Adaptive Randomization across subtypes and arms

• Sample size between 50 and 100

• Stop enrolling (phase 2 trial) up until n=100



Stage 1 -> Stage 2 Transition

Stage 1

• Graduates at n=100 if predictive probability success at end 
of Stage 2 ≥ 0.65 in at least one signature (collection of an 
arms subtypes)



Stage 2

Stage 1

• Fixed randomization within graduating signature
• N=+75 in Stage 2 
• Final analysis 1 year after last patient enrolled and on all Stage 1 

and Stage 2 patients
• Comparison to all relevant shared controls (before and during 

era of an arm)

Stage 2



Adaptations for Patients

• Each patient is a member of a trial subtype

– 1st line; 2nd line; potential biomarker group

– Randomized 30% to control(s); 70% to experimental

– The 70% of experimental broken up by RAR for arms by subtype and 
40% Stage 2 arms (if applicable)

• Upon progression a patient is re-randomized as part of the 
platform (potentially a second experimental arm)
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Statistical/Scientific Aspects (CID)

• Primary endpoint is overall survival

• Modeling partitions effect of 1st/2nd line therapies

• Common controls; effects of time modeled within the trial

• Single model estimate of effects of all arms

• RAR by subtype

• Potential graduation by signatures (model potential 
differential effects across subtypes)

• Simulation of type I error; interpretation of type I error
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The Future?

• Embedded platform trials?

– Merging clinical care and learning

• The beauty is that the future of innovation in trial design is 
awesome and restricted only by our imaginations…

• Tomorrow is here…
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